PROTECT YOURSELF FROM A POTENTIAL $160,000 MAINTENANCE COST!

Maintenance Service Plan – Avionics Extended Coverage for CD810 and CD820

If your aircraft is equipped with the legacy Control Display Unit CD810 or CD820, we encourage you to enroll for our Maintenance Service Plan (MSP) – Avionics Extended Coverage Program. The products can no longer be repaired and are no longer covered under the standard MSP – Avionics for unwarranted exchanges.

Once covered, you will be protected against obsolescence and end of repair support. Should you experience CD810 or CD820 failure during the coverage, Honeywell will cover the replacement cost for a newer Display CD830.

The MSP – Avionics Extended Coverage for older Control Displays CD810 and/or CD820 can be added to your existing or new MSP - Avionics contract.

• Enroll now for a flight hour rate on top of your existing MSP – Avionics contract.

• You will be protected from potential unplanned maintenance costs of up to $160,000.

• You will benefit from stable, predictable costs that enable financial planning and predictability, together with a higher aircraft dispatchability rate thanks to fast turn-around of replacement parts, dispatched from worldwide stocking locations.

As a Maintenance Service Plan customer, you’ll also experience complete peace of mind, secure in the knowledge that you won’t end up with a large unbudgeted cost. You can also count on Honeywell and our network of authorized avionics service centers to get you back in the air – fast.

To enroll for MSP – Avionics Extended Coverage program for CD810 or CD820, please contact your preferred avionics dealer or email us directly at MSPAvionicsSales@honeywell.com.